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xbench has two main modes, one for managing terms, and one for searching: 1) term management
- create/edit term, create term categories, edit/delete term categories, and export/import term
categories 2) advanced search - a powerful search engine to find the word/phrase you are looking
for. you can create term categories that can be used to classify the terms in your bilinguals. in
addition, xbench allows you to view the terms you have already created, the ones that you have
used in the past, or the ones that you may not have used. you can also edit the appearance of the
categories, add your own fields, and remove them. in addition, you can export your categories and
the terms contained in them to a separate document, and import them using any format supported
by memoq, based on a csv file. xbench integrates with all the classes you can have in memoq. you
can also add and display dictionaries and glossaries from several popular cat tools, and attach files
and folders from your file system to the document. xbench support a powerful search engine, to
find any word or phrase you are looking for, even if you don't have a complete translation of the
source term and the corresponding target term in the machine translation workspace. you can use
regular expressions, any wildcard, and separate them with the powersearch feature, so you can
combine them to get even more power of the search. apsic xbench allows you to export all the
sources, all the target terms, all the translations that are in the system to the glossaries that
support them. you can also export a translation project, and import it using the import features of
memoq.
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apsic xbench has the most powerful built-in glossary technology of any other company's product
we have encountered. it has an internal access database, and it can be customized by the user, so

that the glossaries are loaded in any order you want. it works with native xml format files,
microsoft office formats, as well as many other formats. apsic xbench contains one of the most

powerful multi-lingual terminologies in the world, and it is also the only multi-lingual terminologies
on the market which also features a built-in translation memory mechanism. apsic xbench can be
set to run as an agent (as part of your translation process), and you can integrate it with any other

product, including not just other terminologies, but any vendor product or software product you
use in your translation project. in addition to search features, apsic xbench also allows you to

organize and search your bilingual reference terminology. you can use apsic xbench to store your
glossaries, translation memories, and other files related to your word strategy. apsic xbench allows
you to organize and search your bilingual reference terminology. you can use apsic xbench to store

glossaries, translations memories, and other files related to your word strategy. apsic xbench
allows you to define some of the following filters: now that you have defined your reference

material, you can use the powerful search engine of apsic xbench to locate the files in your files
and perform the different searches that you have defined in the checklist dialog. to open the

checklist dialog, do as follows: 5ec8ef588b
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